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Presentation Notes
It is a pleasure for me to be here today to present the outlook for the Caucasus and Central Asia region, which is part of the Regional Economic Outlook (REO) of the IMF’s Middle East and Central Asia Department.  The report is published twice a year – in May and in October.  
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Multi-speed recovery 

• Proceeding at varying speeds 
• Steep falls in activity not 

followed by quick rebounds 

Recovery 
so far 

• Subdued growth prospects for 
many advanced economies 

• Solid growth prospects for many 
emerging economies 

Recovery ahead 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 The global recovery has evolved better than expected. The IMF, in its latest World Economic Outlook, forecasts global growth to reach 4.2 percent in 2010. This is an upward revision of 0.3 percent from our January forecast.  However, these good global numbers hide a complex reality; namely, a tepid recovery in many advanced countries and a much stronger one in most emerging and developing economies.  Moreover, the rebound in global growth has to be seen in perspective of the exceptionally large contraction that occurred in 2009. Overall, the rebound has not been sufficient to make up for the ground lost during the recession. Advanced economies in particular are facing a large gap between current output and the pre-crisis trend, and this gap is expected to remain large for many years to come.
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Global financial markets have recovered faster than expected 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 As discussed in the newly released Global Financial Stability Report, financial market conditions and stability have improved noticeably over the past year. This is evidenced by recoveries in equity markets and declining sovereign and corporate spreads.  The decline in bank credit has been large relative to most recessions and weak credit remains one of the main obstacles to growth. However,  with improving financial market conditions, the tightening of bank lending conditions is coming to an end, suggesting a nascent turn in the credit cycle.  At the same time, in some European economies, rising public deficits and debt and concerns over competitiveness have recently contributed to a sharp rise in risk aversion and in sovereign risk premiums, posing new risks to the recovery. Funding strains continue in some European interbank, cross-currency, and money markets, and the situation remains fragile.
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Capital flows have returned to emerging markets after sudden stop 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Together with real and financial activity, cross-border financial flows from advanced to emerging economies have picked up since their deep retrenchment in 2008.  Both equity and bond flows have accelerated strongly since the end of 2008, although syndicated loan issuance remains below pre-crisis levels. The growth in cross-border flows has come mostly from outside the banking sector, as banks continue to retrench their balance sheets.  Key drivers behind the renewed capital flows include rapid growth in emerging economies, large yield differentials in their favor, and returning appetite for risk. The renewed flows have eased financial conditions in many emerging economies and prompted some authorities to be watchful of increasing property prices, in some cases taking measures to rein in domestic credit growth. In recent weeks there has been an increase in global risk aversion and in sovereign risk premia, arising from market concerns about fiscal sustainability in some European economies. This generalized heightening of risk aversion could have implications for the amount of future capital flows to emerging market and developing countries, including those in the Middle East and Central Asia.
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Private Credit Growth  
(Annualized percent change of 3mma over previous 3mma) 

Banks need to rebuild capital 

Bank credit remains hard to come by in many countries 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Although starting to recover, credit growth remains low in many countries. In Europe, consumption remains depressed, due largely to problems with the supply of bank credit. China stands out in this regard, with credit and some asset markets booming, to such an extent that the People’s Bank of China has taken various measures to moderate the pace of lending, including raising reserve requirements. Overall, financial conditions remain more difficult than before the crisis. Especially in advanced economies, bank capital is likely to remain a constraint on growth as banks continue to retrench their balance sheets. Sectors that have only limited access to capital markets––consumers and small and medium-size enterprises––are likely to continue to face tight limits on their borrowing. 
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will hold back growth 
later in 2010 and 2011 

World economy set for a further recovery at varying speeds 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Global growth is projected to reach 4¼ percent in 2010 and 2011, but the recovery is proceeding  at varying speeds—tepidly in many advanced economies and solidly in most emerging and developing economies. Among the advanced economies, the United States is off to a better start than Europe and Japan. For advanced economies overall we forecast growth to be 2.3 percent for 2010, and 2.4 percent for 2011. Growth in emerging and developing economies is forecast to be much stronger than in advanced economies. For these countries, growth is projected to reach 6.3 percent in 2010 and 6.5 percent in 2011. Developing Asia is in the lead, with forecasts of 8.7 percent in 2010 and in 2011. And, growth appears not only to be strong, but to be sustainable. While fiscal policy often played a central role in supporting activity in 2009, private demand is strengthening and can sustain growth in the future. Economies that are off to a strong start are likely to continue to lead the recovery, as growth in others is held back by lasting damage to financial sectors and household balance sheets. The recovery under way in the major advanced economies will be relatively sluggish compared with recoveries from previous recessions. Likewise, the recoveries in many economies of emerging Europe and the CIS are likely to be sluggish compared with those expected for many other emerging economies.
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Global financial crisis is leaving lasting scars on output levels 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Although having picked up, at the current pace overall growth is not sufficient to make up for the ground lost during the recession. Output in the advanced economies is now 7 percent below its pre-crisis trend, and this output gap is expected to remain large for many years to come. Associated with this prolonged output loss is persistent high unemployment. What is the main factor behind this weak performance and this prolonged output loss? We think output growth has slowed not so much because of a secular decline in potential output, but due to weak private demand. In the U.S., consumers, who were the drivers of the economy before the crisis, are being more prudent. In Europe, where banks play a central role in the financial intermediation, the weak banking sector limits credit supply. In Japan, deflation has reappeared, leading to higher real interest rates and putting in danger an already weak recovery. The outlook for activity remains unusually uncertain, even though a variety of risks have receded. Risks are generally to the downside, with those related to public debt growth in advanced economies having become sharply more evident. In the near term, a risk is that, if unchecked, market concerns about sovereign liquidity and solvency in Greece could turn into a full-blown and contagious sovereign debt crisis.  More generally, the main concern is that room for policy maneuver in many countries has either been largely exhausted or is much more limited than it was, leaving the fragile recoveries exposed to new shocks. In addition, bank exposures to real estate continue to pose downside risks, mainly in the United States and parts of Europe.



 Devise credible exit strategies—medium-term fiscal consolidation plans 
urgently needed 

 Repair and reform financial systems 

 Combat unemployment 

 Manage capital flows 

Global Policy Challenges 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 While the global economy is recovering -- and recovering better than we had previously thought likely -- new challenges have presented themselves. Achieving strong, sustained, and balanced growth will not be easy.  In advanced countries the main challenge is one of fiscal consolidation. A year ago the risk was that private demand would collapse, leading to another Great Depression, so the priority was to implement fiscal stimulus programs and avoid this catastrophic scenario. One year later, however, the risk has shifted location. The loss in fiscal revenues associated with the crisis, is threatening to lead to a debt explosion. Heightened awareness of fiscal risks in European economies underlies the need for the immediate communication of credible and coherent fiscal consolidation plans in other countries facing fiscal challenges. Alongside fiscal consolidation, more progress with financial sector repair and reform is a top priority for a number of advanced economies. Financial market inefficiencies and regulatory and supervisory failures played a major role in the crisis and need to be remedied to build a stronger financial system.  Combating unemployment is yet another policy challenge. As high unemployment persists in advanced economies, a major concern is that temporary joblessness will turn into long-term unemployment. Beyond pursuing macroeconomic policies that support recovery in the near term and financial sector policies that restore banking sector health, specific labor market policies could also help limit damage to the labor market.  Emerging and developing countries generally face a different set of challenges. One of them is large capital inflows. Such inflows, especially when driven by growth prospects, are fundamentally good news. But, we have learned from experience that they can also lead to booms and busts. Thus, the main policy issue facing recipient countries is how to best accommodate these flows, how much to allow for greater exchange rate flexibility,  how to use macroeconomic policy, and how best to use macroprudential tools, reserves, and capital controls so as to avoid the excesses and maintain stable growth.



Caucasus and Central Asia 

Oil & Gas Exporters 

Oil & Gas Importers 

Kazakhstan 

Turkmenistan 

Uzbekistan 

Azerbaijan 

Armenia 

Georgia 

Kyrgyz Republic 

Tajikistan 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The CCA region consists of eight former Soviet Union republics. In the north, the region borders on Russia and, in the east, on China. Both neighbors are key economic partners for the region.There are four oil and gas exporters (Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan) and four oil and gas importers (Armenia, Georgia, the Kyrgyz Republic, and Tajikistan).CCA countries are heterogeneous—for example, countries differ substantially in terms of per capita GDP, which ranges from US$ 768 in Tajikistan to US$ 7,019 in Kazakhstan—yet they also face some common challenges.



Key Messages 

I. Exit from accommodative policies as growth gains 
traction 

II. Medium term: private sector and diversification 
Energy exporters: 

I. Fiscal constraints curtail governments’ room to 
maneuver 

II. Medium term: rein in large external deficits 
Energy importers: 

An incipient recovery  

I. Substantial shocks in 2009, but economic impact 
cushioned by policy response and donor support 

II. Recovery as the global economy picks up speed 

III. Events in Southern Europe little impact so far 

I. Slow credit growth is weighing on outlook 

II. Policies should focus on repairing balance sheets 
Mounting stress in 
banking systems 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Messages Substantial external shocks hit the Caucasus and Central Asia (CCA) region in 2009, but their impact on economic growth was cushioned by the policy response and donor support.  For 2010, a recovery across the region is projected as the global economy, and in particular Russia, picks up speed. The events in southern Europe have had little impact so far.For the energy exporters: Growth will be strongest in Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan, where governments should start exiting from their accommodative policies as growth gains traction. Kazakhstan is seeing a slower recovery, and will need continued policy support in 2010. Policies should turn to facilitating private-sector development and, in some countries, diversifying away from the hydrocarbon sector.For the energy importers: Most energy importers are targeting  a neutral or modest tightening fiscal stance in 2010, while the recovery has yet to gain firm traction. Fiscal constraints curtail governments’ room to maneuver, and additional donor support would provide needed fiscal room. In the Kyrgyz Republic, the political events of April can be expected to weigh on the economic outlook.  Over the medium term, the countries’ large current account deficits need to be reined in to reduce external vulnerabilities. The region also faces a common challenge. Financial sector stress has built up during the crisis and constrains credit growth, which in turn weighs on the outlook for most CCA countries.  In the short term, policies should aid banks with repairing their balance sheets as a prerequisite for a recovery of in credit .  Over the medium term, dedollarization would help reduce vulnerabilities emanating from currency mismatches that were a key transmission channel of the crisis.



Exports are picking up 

Exports of Goods in U.S. Dollars 
(Annual growth, 3-month moving average; percent) 

Sources: National authorities; International Financial Statistics, IMF; and staff calculations.  Sources: National authorities; International Financial Statistics, IMF; and staff calculations.  
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Presentation Notes
 Recent developments point to an incipient recovery across the region. Let me first turn to exports. Reflecting weak global demand, exports of goods and services fell across the region in 2009, with Kazakhstan registering the sharpest decline of 37 percent, and Uzbekistan the most moderate of 3 percent.  The energy and commodity exporters were particularly severely affected as oil prices declined, as well as countries that rely heavily on exports to Russia, such as Armenia. The decline in exports bottomed out roughly around mid-year last year, and since then have begun to reverse . By early 2010, export growth have turned positive again across the region.  These favorable trends are also projected for the remainder of the year as global demand picks up speed. The energy exporters will particularly benefit as oil prices are projected to increase by about 30 percent in 2010 after declining by 36 percent in 2009.



Remittances are rebounding and capital inflows resuming 

Remittance Inflows 
(Annual growth; percent) 

With Russia returning to growth, 
remittances inflows are increasing again 
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Presentation Notes
Similar to exports, remittances and capital inflows are rebounding.CCA countries, and in particular the energy importers, depend heavily on Russia for remittances. With output in the latter contracting at about 8 percent last year, CCA countries saw remittance inflows from Russia drop by up to a third. With Russia projected to return to growth in 2010—at 4 percent—CCA remittance inflows should recover. High frequency data already show that the decline in remittances has slowed during the second half of 2009 and that they are increasing again during the first months of 2010, for example by an average of about 14-15 percent in Tajikistan and Georgia.Net private capital inflows are projected to turn positive again in 2010 for the energy exporters, following a net outflow in 2009—mostly driven by Azerbaijan and Kazakhstan. For the energy importers, capital flows are recovering modestly in 2010 after a large drop in 2009, though they remain lower than before the crisis.



Growth is recovering in 2010...  

Real GDP Growth 
(Annual change; percent) 

Gross National Disposable Income Per Capita 
(U.S. Dollars) 
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... but remains below pre-crisis levels 

Sources: National authorities; and staff calculations.  Sources: National authorities; and staff calculations.  

The fall in per-capita income is reversing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 In light of these developments, we project growth for the CCA to rise to 4.3 percent in 2010 from 3.5 percent in 2009, but to remain below pre-crisis levels. Growth is expected to be strongest in the energy exporters, with projections ranging from 2 to 3 percent for Azerbaijan and Kazakhstan to 8 percent in Uzbekistan and 12 percent in Turkmenistan.  Energy importers are rebounding from negative growth in 2009 (-4 percent), and are projected to record an average growth of  3 percent growth in 2010. However, growth remains weaker than in the energy exporters. The 2009 fall in per-capita income is gradually reversing, reflecting both better growth prospects in 2010 as well as a recovery in remittances. However, it will take some more time before per-capita income again reaches pre-crisis levels in all countries across the region.Background: Growth projections, Spring 2010 REO vs Fall 2009 REOArmenia (current projections vs Spring 2010 projections)—Due to a strong recovery in industry (including mining) and services in the first quarter of the year, 2010 growth will be adjusted upward to 4 to 5 percent, from 1.8 percent currently in the Spring 2010 REO.Azerbaijan—Real GDP growth for 2009 was higher than projected, mainly because of a one-off resumption in oil production at the Azeri-Chirag-Gunashli (ACG) oilfield in the Caspian Sea, following a temporary shutdown in late 2008 in response to a natural gas leakage, combined with a pickup in oil production from a new platform at Deepwater Gunashli. GDP growth for 2010 was revised downward due to lower oil production projected by the Azerbaijani authorities (oil GDP growth was lowered from 9.6 percent to 1.3 percent for 2010).Turkmenistan—Growth in 2010 was revised downwards as gas exports to Russia did not return to the 2008 level as previously anticipated, following the 9-month cut-off of gas exports to Russia in 2009.



Downside risks to the outlook 

• Uncertainty regarding the speed of the global recovery 

• Protracted political tensions in Central Asia could hold back 
energy trade, transport, and the region’s growth potential 

• Stress in the banking sector is holding back credit growth and 
weighing on economic activity 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 However, there are several downside risks to the outlook:  First, there is still uncertainty regarding the speed of the global recovery. In 2010, world output is expected to rise by 4.2 percent, following a half percent contraction in 2009. However, risks to the global outlook are generally to the downside, with those related to public debt growth in advanced economies having become sharply more evident. The main concern is that room for policy maneuvers in many advanced economies has either been largely exhausted or is much more limited, leaving the fragile recoveries exposed to new shocks. Another downside risk to the global outlook stems from the recent events in Southern Europe. These events have had a limited impact on the CCA so far through financial sector channels. However, potential real sector spillovers are a concern: if the events lead to a global slowdown, then the CCA oil and energy exporters will get hit through a drop in energy demand and prices. Moreover, a potential slowdown in Russia and China– which are key economic partners — will negatively impact growth in the CCA through lower remittances, trade, and FDI. Second, a downside risk to the growth outlook for Central Asia stems from a recent intensification of protracted political tensions that are affecting energy trade and transport in the first quarter of 2010, and are thus holding back the regions growth potential. Finally, in a number of CCA countries, stress in the banking sector is holding back credit growth and weighing on economic activity. At the same time, first quarter real GDP growth readings are coming in somewhat stronger than expected in a number of CCA countries, suggesting that there is also an upside potential, in particular if Russia recovers and China maintains its strong growth momentum.



Policies in the region to focus on preserving competitiveness  

Consumer Price Index 
(Period average; annual growth, percent) 

Real Effective Exchange Rate 
(Index; May  2008=100; upward movement indicates appreciation) 

Monetary and exchange rate policy 
should preserve the average decline in 
inflation in 2009 ... 

... and safeguard recent competitiveness 
gains  
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Presentation Notes
 With rising international commodity prices, including oil and food, inflation could increase again in 2010, though inflation rates are projected to stay below 10 percent—similar to those in Russia, but higher than in advanced-economy trading partners.  Depending on the exchange-rate regime, these inflation differentials could lead to a reversal of competitiveness gains realized in some countries since early 2009, which would weigh on external demand as a driver of growth. The recent appreciation of the U.S. dollar against the euro and the Russian ruble could lead to competitiveness losses to those countries that have a de facto peg against the U.S. dollar—notably Azerbaijan and Turkmenistan. In this context, monetary and exchange-rate policy should preserve the welcome slowdown in average inflation in 2009 and safeguard competitiveness.Background: Inflation projections, Spring 2010 REO vs Fall 2009 REOArmenia—The 2010 projection for CPI was adjusted upward because inflation in the first 2 months of the year was higher than expected, owing to (1) rising international food prices, (2) delayed pass through from the March 2009 depreciation, and (3) adjustment in some administrative prices.Azerbaijan—CPI inflation for 2010 was revised downward, mainly explained by lower domestic demand, in particular from the public sector. Georgia—The higher projection for 2011 is due to (1) higher-than-projected imported inflation, and (2) higher-than-projected inflation during the first four months of 2010.Kyrgyz Republic—CPI inflation for 2010 was revised upward due to increase in utility tariffs.



For most oil exporters: Time to exit expansionary fiscal policies 

Overall Fiscal Balance 
(Percent of GDP) 
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Fiscal balances projected to increase only in Azerbaijan; 
Kazakhstan needs continued fiscal stimulus. 

Sources: National authorities; and staff calculations.  
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Presentation Notes
 Energy exporters should consider exiting from accommodative policies as growth gains traction.  In Azerbaijan, non-oil growth is expected to pick up, and the authorities target a narrowing of the non-oil deficit, given the scope to improve expenditure efficiency and the need to ensure medium-term fiscal sustainability.  Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan are expected to grow by 12 and 8 percent, respectively, in 2010. In both countries, fiscal policy remains expansionary, and tighter polices would help prevent the risk of inflationary pressures.  In Kazakhstan, growth is projected to be slower at slightly more than 2 percent—due to the lingering effects of its banking crisis—and the mildly expansionary  fiscal stance implied by the 2010 budget is appropriate.  Note that the 2010 budget and the subsequent revisions to it provide for a large increase in public sector wages (25 percent), and some other new spending. This results in the deterioration of the fiscal balance. At the same time, the large financial support to banks (about 4 percent of GDP in 2009, all done off-budget) will not be repeated in 2010, so the overall fiscal stance (including budget and off-budget) will improve slightly.Background: Fiscal projections, Spring 2010 REO vs. Fall 2009 REOAzerbaijan—The fiscal surplus for 2010 was revised upward, mainly because of the conservative 2010 budget with contained fiscal expenditure, based on an oil price assumption of US$45 per barrel for 2010.Turkmenistan—The overall surpluses for 2010 and 2011 are projected to decline due to downward revisions in hydrocarbon revenues, as gas exports are not expected to recover to pre-crisis level.        



Oil exporters: Turn to medium-term challenges 

Ease of Doing Business 
(Worldwide rankings, 2009/10, with 1 being the best outcome) 

Business environment lagging those in 
comparators, holding back private sector 
growth 

Oil Production 
(Millions of barrels per day) 

Sources: World Bank.; and staff calculations 
Notes: CEE denote Central and Eastern Europe economies. Regional averages weighted by GDP at 
purchasing power parity.   

Sources: National authorities; and staff projections.   
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growth in Azerbaijan as oil production 
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Presentation Notes
 A key challenge for CCA energy exporters over the medium term is to sustain growth and achieve sustained employment gains.  The business environment in the energy exporters appears to be lagging  those in comparators, holding back private sector growth. The left chart depicts the World Bank’s  ease of doing business index, which ranks economies on their ease of doing business, from 1 to 183, with first place being the best ( as you go from bottom to top on the y-axis, the ranking improves, indicating a better outcome). According to this index, the business environment in Uzbekistan , Kazakhstan,  and Azerbaijan lags, for example, that in the Baltics. In Uzbekistan , it also lags that of  Central and Eastern European (CEE) countries as well. On the ease of starting a business, Uzbekistan and  Kazakhstan lag  both the Baltics  and CEE countries. On the ease of trading across borders, all three energy exporters lag  both comparators. In Azerbaijan, oil production is projected to start declining by 2014, so that the hydrocarbon sector would contribute negatively to overall GDP growth, and the non-hydrocarbon sector needs to become the engine of growth.  In this context, economic policies should be set so as to facilitate private-sector development and diversify away from the hydrocarbon sector. 



Oil importers: Some fiscal tightening or neutral stance  

Overall Fiscal Balance 
(Percent of GDP) 

Stance appropriate if projected growth materializes 

Sources: National authorities; and staff calculations.  
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Presentation Notes
CCA energy importers are mostly aiming for a neutral fiscal stance or modest fiscal adjustment in 2010. In Armenia and Georgia, overall fiscal deficits are likely to improve by up to 2 percent of GDP in 2010. In Tajikistan, the fiscal stance remains broadly neutral. In the Kyrgyz Republic, the recent political events are projected to weigh on revenue collection, but the government can draw on saved bilateral assistance to overcome any immediate stress on the budget. The new government has not announced its fiscal plans yet, so that we are currently not showing a projection for the 2010 fiscal deficit.With the recovery still nascent and growth likely to remain below the rates achieved prior to the global financial crisis, governments should stand ready to provide continued fiscal stimulus if the expected growth does not materialize. However, if growth is stronger than expected, revenue overperformance should be used for deficit reduction.



Oil importers: Have limited fiscal space 

Donor Grants 
(Percent of GDP) 

Government debt 
(Percent of GDP) 

Additional donor support would provide 
fiscal space, including for infrastructure 
investments 

Fiscal policy constrained by growing 
public debt burden 

Sources: National authorities; and staff calculations.  Sources: National authorities; and staff calculations.  
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Governments are running out of fiscal room and need to bring about fiscal adjustment over the medium-term. Donor support is expected to decline in most countries compared to 2009—except for Armenia, where some of the grant dispersements in 2009 have been delayed to 2010—and public debt as a percent of GDP has increased sharply . As such, additional donor support would provide room for countercyclical spending and public investment to enhance the region’s medium-term growth potential. 



Oil Importers: Need to reduce external deficits 

Current Account Balance 
(Percent of GDP) 

External Debt 
(Percent of GDP) 

Current account deficits remain high... ... and external debt is increasing 
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1 EM refers to emerging and developing economies. 
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Presentation Notes
 Current account deficits remain high in the CCA energy importers, ranging from 8–15 percent of GDP in 2010. In Armenia and Georgia, foreign direct investment (FDI) currently finances 50 percent or more of the countries’ current account deficits, and central banks are expected to accumulate gross reserves.  Tajikistan can rely less on FDI but, like Armenia, benefits from donor support—including concessional lending—even if it is declining. In all countries, external debt is increasing in percent of GDP.  So, while financing appears secured in the short term, such large deficits constitute external vulnerabilities. As the region recovers, policies should be set with a view to reducing current account deficits and containing external debt at sustainable levels.Background: Current account, Spring 2010 REO vs Fall 2009 REOAzerbaijan—The 2009 surplus was higher than projected, driven by higher oil production turned out to be higher and imports turned out to be much lower than expected, attributable largely to lower fiscal expenditure (especially lower capital spending).Georgia—The lower current account deficit in 2009 is due to much lower-than-projected imports in 2009. The current account deficit projections for 2010 and 2011 are also lower due to the lower import base.Kyrgyz Republic—2009: A better outcome than previously projected, because of a smaller increase in imports due to the crisis. 2010:  Larger deficits than previously projected due to plans for large energy sector related projects financed through borrowings from China.Turkmenistan—The current account turned negative in 2009 and is projected to remain negative in 2010 due to the 9-month cut-off of gas exports to Russia in 2009 and their only partial resumption in 2010. New pipelines to China and Iran will mitigate these effects and the current account is expected to return to surplus in 2011.



The global crisis had led to mounting stress in CCA banking systems...  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CCA banking systems have been adversely affected by the 2009 crisis. And indeed, if you enter a bank in the CCA, a free bank calendar may be all you can hope for.



...which has caused a sharp slowdown in credit growth  

Real Credit Growth1 

(Annual growth, percent) 
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Sources: National authorities; and staff calculations. 
1  Real credit is exchange rate adjusted. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is starkly evident by the sharp collapse in private-sector credit growth which has even turned negative in real terms in a number of countries, compared with the dramatic increases, ranging from 40 to 80 percent, in the period immediately prior to the crisis. The credit slowdown is weighing on economic activity and has policymakers seek ways to restore it, thereby laying the foundation for a resumption in high and sustainable economic growth.Understanding the reasons behind the credit slowdown is important for getting the policy response right .Note: This section does not cover Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan where credit is still growing strongly, but largely consists of directed credit which is likely to eventually produce its own set of problems.



Funding dried up during the crisis and has not yet returned 

Credit To Private Sector and Deposits 
(PPPGDP weighted; annual percentage change) 

A sharp reduction in funding, which had been fueling 
rapid and above-trend credit  growth in previous years 

Sources: National authorities; and staff calculations. 
1 Excludes Turkmenistan 
2 Excludes Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Partially driven by lower remittances, growth in bank deposits dropped sharply during the crisis and contributed to the slowdown in bank credit.Kazakhstan, which is more integrated with global financial markets, was particularly hard hit because of its reliance on external wholesale funding. 



High dollarization made banks vulnerable... 

... to indirect currency risk, resulting from lending in foreign 
currency to imperfectly hedged domestic borrowers 

Share of Foreign Currency Loans in Total Loans 
(Percent) 

Sources: National authorities; and International Financial Statistics, IMF. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Dollarization was a key transmission channel of the crisis. Historically, dollarization has been relatively high in many CCA countries. For example, during 2002–07 the average percentage of both deposits and loans denominated in foreign currency ranged from about 40 percent in Kazakhstan to about  80 percent in Georgia.  At the same time, some CCA countries underwent a visible dedollarization process, spurred by improving overall macroeconomic performance and stability, and by sustained and large currency appreciation through 2007—for example, Armenia and Georgia.  However, going into the crisis, the dedollarization process in the CCA countries was still far from complete, making their banking systems vulnerable to indirect currency risk, resulting from lending in foreign currency to imperfectly hedged domestic borrowers. 



Exchange rates depreciated and balance sheets weakened 
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Sources: National authorities; and International Financial Statistics, IMF. 
Note: depreciation is measured from pre-crisis to most recent 2009 data. 

Policies should aid banks to repair 
balance sheets and, in some cases, 
provide liquidity and capital  

Bank balance sheets 
weakened as a result of : 
 

•Exchange rate 
depreciations—channeled 
primarily via exposure to 
indirect currency risk 
 

•Deterioration in overall 
economic activity  
 

•Loss of funds  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Banks balance sheets weakened, with a adverse effect on lending. Intense balance-of-payments pressures led to a depreciation in several countries, which ultimately led to rising default rates on foreign exchange loans because unhedged borrowers lost  their ability to repay these loans. Add to that a deterioration in overall economic activity and drying up of banks funding, the result was significant weakening of bank balance sheets.  Most of the countries experienced reductions in their capital-asset ratios by more than 2 percentage points and increases in their non-performing loans (NPL) ratios by more than 4 percentage points. Kazakhstan and Tajikistan were particularly hard hit: the NPL ratio increased by 14–16 percentage points.  As such, banks are now focused on repairing their balance sheets and seem reluctant to extend new credit. Credit demand is also held back due to subdued confidence and heightened macroeconomic uncertainty in a low-growth environment .  Policies should aid banks in the process of repairing their balance sheets by recognizing losses and supplementing bank capital if needed. Where banks are fundamentally healthy and mainly affected by a lack of funding, temporary government or central bank liquidity injections may help restore credit growth. Of course, adequate fiscal room is a precondition for such actions.



Dedollarize over the medium term  

•  Policies should promote dedollarization to reduce vulnerabilities to sudden 
exchange-rate movements, and thus currency risk  

•  Macroeconomic stability, greater exchange rate flexibility, and prudential 
measures should encourage dedollarization 

•  Developing local debt markets can contribute to dedollarization by giving 
domestic agents access to a wider range of domestic-currency financial 
instruments 

•  Local debt markets would also provide a more diversified funding base for 
banks  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Over the medium term, policies should promote dedollarization to reduce vulnerabilities to sudden exchange-rate movements, and thus direct and indirect currency risks. Dedollarization would also enhance the effectiveness of monetary policy. To this end: Precrisis trends in CCA countries, as well as the international experience, have shown that macroeconomic stability is the most successful conduit for sustained dedollarization.  In addition, the regulatory framework should encourage a proper pricing of currency risk, for example, by requiring higher capital charges for foreign exchange loans to unhedged borrowers, thus addressing the indirect currency risk. In some countries, allowing greater exchange-rate flexibility also may help banks and the corporate and household sectors to better internalize the risks of dollarization. Developing local debt markets can contribute to dedollarization by giving domestic agents access to a wider range of domestic-currency financial instruments.  Moreover, local debt markets allow banks to diversify their funding base and thus become less vulnerable to swings in individual funding sources. 



Policies to start turning to medium term issues 

• Exit from accommodative policies as recovery gains traction. This may take longer 
for the energy importers—additional donor support may be needed 

• Energy importers need to arrest build up of external debt 

• Restoring credit growth requires banks to repair balance sheets. In some cases, 
public support may be needed 

• Energy exporters need to strengthen the business environment in the non-oil 
economy and diversify away from the hydrocarbon sector 

• Dedollarization would remove a key vulnerability in future crises 
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